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Assignment A

How demanding was the assigned project?

The assignment was very demanding, since the student has to solve at least two very different problems: the configuraFon 

of an environment for  capturing execuFon of malware in the sandbox and creaFon of classifiers on structured data and 

explaining their decisions.

Fulfilment of assignment A

How well does the thesis fulfil the assigned task? Have the primary goals been achieved? Which assigned tasks have been 
incompletely covered, and which parts of the thesis are overextended? Jus@fy your answer.

The assignment was fulfilled completely.

Ac4vity and independence when crea4ng final thesis A

Assess whether the student had a posi@ve approach, whether the @me limits were met, whether the concep@on was 
regularly consulted and whether the student was well prepared for the consulta@ons. Assess the student’s ability to work 
independently.

The student was very acFve. For discussions of his progress, which has been held every week, he has come with a list of 

problems (and quesFons) he needs to discuss.

Technical level A

Is the thesis technically sound? How well did the student employ exper@se in his/her field of study? Does the student explain 
clearly what he/she has done?

The level of the thesis is good. The student has demonstrated he can master theoreFcal and also the pracFcal aspect of the 

problem.

Formal level and language level, scope of thesis C
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III. OVERALL EVALUATION, QUESTIONS FOR THE PRESENTATION AND DEFENSE OF THE THESIS, SUGGESTED 
GRADE 

As I have menFoned on the beginning, the scope of the thesis is enormous, as just a configuraFon of a distributed 

environment for capturing logs of malware execuFon is everything but trivial and can be a thesis of its own. The 

student has used these captures to evaluate, how a parFcular behaviour of malware can be detected from a 

porFon of logs, which has not been used to create the labels. This is very interesFng and important, as in some 

cases the informaFon to create labels (API calls) might not be available, and being able to detect from different 

sources of data increases the applicability. The student also used a relaFvely new (at the Fme of wriFng closed 

sourced) tool for explaining hierarchical data to validate, how the sources of detecFon correlates with the true 

causes of the behaviour. In his analysis he points to the limit of the staFsFcal analysis, specifically that it is difficult 

to differenFate between correlaFon and causality. Although I have pointed out that the wriFng aspect of the 

thesis can be improved, I think it should not have an effect on the final evaluaFon. 

The grade that I award for the thesis is A  
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Are formalisms and nota@ons used properly? Is the thesis organized in a logical way? Is the thesis sufficiently extensive? Is 
the thesis well-presented? Is the language clear and understandable? Is the English sa@sfactory?

The language and organisaFon of the thesis is the weakest part of the work. The text would benefit from a beWer English 

formulaFons and also beWer structure, parFcularly from rethinking what is needed for the story and what can be omiWed. 

But in defence of the student, he has tried to describe in a single coherent text two different topics  (see above), which is 

everything but trivial.

Selec4on of sources, cita4on correctness A

Does the thesis make adequate reference to earlier work on the topic? Was the selec@on of sources adequate? Is the 
student’s original work clearly dis@nguished from earlier work in the field? Do the bibliographic cita@ons meet the 
standards?

110 citaFons correlates with the volume of informaFon the student went through and also with his meFculous not to omit 

any citaFon.

Addi4onal commentary and evalua4on (op4onal) 
Comment on the overall quality of the thesis, its novelty and its impact on the field, its strengths and weaknesses, the u@lity 
of the solu@on that is presented, the theore@cal/formal level, the student’s skillfulness, etc.

Please insert your comments here.
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